e-pustakdwar FAQ’s:
What is e-pustakdwar Portal?
e-pustakdwar portal is a framework of virtual repository of URLs of free and open learning
resources with a single window search. This innovative and unique in academic world, SOL
library has developed a portal "e-Pustakdwar” in project mode."e-Pustakdwar” Portal is
a single window hassle-free integrated platform aims to provide packaged information for
distance learners of UG/PG related to CBCS/ LOCF curriculum containing SLM (Study Learning
Material), LSM (Learning Support Material), ELM (e-Learning Material), Books from SOL
library, Question papers, MCQ and Videos. This portal is one of the most informative
educational portal having links of free & open full text e-books & e-study material having
detailed information of resources from national and global e-resources repositories relevant
to the syllabi of each UG/ PG courses.

Who all can be benefited by e-pustakdwar Portal?
e-pustakdwar has been designed to benefit all kinds of users like students (of all levels), teachers,
library users, professionals and all other lifelong learners.

User Account
How do I get access to e-pustakdwar Portal?
An individual or institute can simply type in the URL (https://sol.du.ac.in/epustakdwar) into a common
web browser to access the e-pustakdwar portal.

Do I need a user-id, password for e-pustakdwar Portal?
The e-pustakdwar portal is accessible to all users for general browsing. However, no user id and
password login is required.
_____________________________________________________________________________

Content
What Types of Programs e-content Are Available on e-pustakdwar
Portal?
Undergraduate program e-content Are Available on e-pustakdwar Portal

How Do I Choose a Program?
First go to UG material (CBCS) tab on e-pustakdwar Portal and then select program & Paper as
available.

Once I have accessed e-pustakdwar Portal, will I have access to all
the materials?
Access to e-pustakdwar portal will lead the user to access all materials available unit, subunit, title
wise.

Does e-pustakdwar Portal provide materials in textual form only or are
there provisions for multi-media materials too?
e-pustakdwar portal contents are available in text & videos are in multimedia format. The nature of
media can be chosen by the user to retrieve the materials in the form of YouTube links.

Why is it that I can't get a full-text view of all documents?
View of the SLM & ELM documents are full text but LSM are full text or not, is controlled by the source
organization. While many organizations are happy to provide full text access to all their documents,
many would like to restrict it.

Why am I unable to access a resource although it is shown as
available?
All contents on the web are managed by the site owner. Sometimes contents are removed or reorganised by the owners. In such situations, we expect the content providers to update the link
suitably.

The Video/ebook is not playing/opening.Why?
This may be due to some browser issue. We would suggest you close the application and try
in another browser. If the problem is still there, please write to us at email dusollib@gmail.com.

Are e-Learning material available in languages other than English?
Yes, of course! e-learning material can be made available in Hindi languages also.

Search
Can I retrieve materials customized to my education level at
e-pustakdwar Portal?
Yes, e-pustakdwar portal provides the facility of choosing knowledge materials as per the educational
level of the user. The results retrieved for a query can be filtered based on user's choice of 'Educational
Level'. Upon selecting a specific Educational Level filter (e.g., UG and PG), the results matching the
selection criteria only will be shown to the user.

Is there a faster way of searching for an item with multiple search
criteria?
You can use the 'Advanced search' option placed on the top right side of the screen to apply multiple
selection criteria for a faster search.

